By this fall, three YITP doctoral will have graduated and taken postdoctoral positions:

- Ning Chen (advisor Robert Shrock) will join the particle physics group at Tsinghua University, Beijing;
- Chee Sheng Fong (advisor Maria Concepcion Gonzalez-Garcia) will join the INFN, Frascati
- Abhijit Gadde (advisor Leonardo Rastelli) will join Caltech.

Three YITP postdocs will also move on. Each has also been recognized by a prestigious award recognizing their work at Stony Brook:

- Thomas Ryttov, who received the Danish National Science Foundation's [Sapere Aude Prize](#), will continue his postdoctoral work at Harvard University.
- Markus Ahlers will take a [John Bachall Fellowship](#) at the University of Wisconsin to work with the Ice Cube experiment.
- Shlomo Razamat, who received the first Stony Brook Physics Postdoctoral Achievement Prize, will move to the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton.

Congratulations to all!
The YITP congratulates its 2011 graduating students and award-winning postdoctoral fellows
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